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                             Work Order, Including
                         Our Terms and Conditions

You are about to send us a priceless item, then shortly after will receive
a call from us asking for $400 or more.  We are sure you'll agree that it's
best to iron out all the wrinkles and get everything straight before we
do business.  So let's move on to our Terms and Conditions, then
you can print out a Work Order (within this document) and get started.

The 8 Track Repair Center is a one-man, one-of-a-kind shop meeting one-of-a-kind demands, and thus is forced to place one-of-a-kind restrictions on what we can realistically handle without sacrificing quality and
reliability.  In order to stay in business and meet a continuously growing demand for our service from clients
all over the world, we require that you FULLY AGREE to all Terms and Conditions stated within.

Until we have a signed copy of this document from you, we cannot service your unit.  Agreeing and being
aware of our Terms and Conditions will ensure that your unit arrives at our shop safely, that there are no
misunderstandings about who is in possession of customer property at any time, that we have sufficient
time to perform top notch work on ALL customer units, and that we may form a positive relationship.
  
1.  DO NOT SEND COSMETIC ITEMS - We cannot be held responsible for loss or damage to knobs, bezels,
escutcheons, cowls - OR ANY LARGE PLASTIC ITEMS THAT ARE NOT NEEDED TO SERVICE THE UNIT.  You
MUST remove all rotary knobs (slider knobs can remain on the unit), mounting brackets, hoods, cowls, etc.
LEAVE THE FRONT PANEL, TOP AND BOTTOM COVERS ATTACHED, AND SEND ONLY THE UNIT ITSELF.

	A.  Chrysler THUMBWHEEL units do not require removal of knobs and may be sent "as is", provided
	      that the unit is packed with care.  Several layers of LARGE bubble wrap will suffice, as well as stiff
	      foam.  DO NOT USE PEANUTS except as padding between boxes if using the box-in-a-box method.

	B.  Chrysler units:  If your unit still has the track change/eject plunger rod, IT MUST BE ATTACHED TO
	      THE UNIT, even if only with shipping tape.  If it's not attached to the unit, we are not liable.  
	      Do not place any items where they might be missed when pulling the unit from the package.

	C.  DELCO 2-knob underdash 8 track player:  REMOVE THE LARGE PLASTIC COWL BEFORE SENDING.
	      If you don't have the special tool, use a light hammer and screwdriver to loosen the round nuts
	      by wedging the screwdriver tip into one of the nut's slots, then lightly tap with a hammer to turn
	      the nut counterclockwise.  There is also at least one screw to remove, front right side.

	D.  DELCO 2-knob underdash 8 track player:  Remove the black steel decorative housing, leaving the
	      top, bottom covers and front steel plate attached.  If all you see is a black "bra", please remove it.

	E.  DELCO 4-knob underdash 8 track player:  Remove any decorative steel or plastic, and send only
	     the actual unit with the 4 control shafts protruding from the bare metal front panel.

NOTE:  ALL units with protruding control shafts MUST be packed exactly
       as shown on our "Packing" page - you'll see this as the last step.


2.  If unapproved items are sent, they may get broken in transit.  We do not repair damaged cosmetics.  We
	cannot offer a discount on the job to compensate for disappointment.  Plastic becomes brittle with
	age, and it is dangerous to send large plastic parts attached to a heavy steel unit.  Thus, we must
	ship cosmetics in a separate box when required, and the customer pays the separate shipping cost.

	A.  If sending the unit's external amplifier/heat sink assembly, MPX adaptor, reverb unit or
	      wiring harness, they must be listed on the work order

	B.  "A" above DOES NOT APPLY TO COSMETICS - COSMETICS MUST NOT BE SENT, PERIOD.

3.  When calling to pay for your job, you will be given a "target" ship date of approximately 8 weeks for 
car units or 10 weeks for home units.   In some cases, a job can take longer due to parts availability or
other factors.  Though we attempt to keep turn times down to 8 weeks or less, the age of a unit may cause
the turn time to run longer.  To keep frustrations to a minimum, all customers (regardless of type of
service rendered) must agree to give us 90 "hassle free" days before demanding a resolution.  To be fair,
we have a strict first-in, first-out system and are unable to let anyone "butt in line".


4.  As the most important part of post-repair testing is letting the unit sit for at least two weeks then 
making sure it still performs properly, it might be confusing when we say your unit is fixed but not yet
ready to ship.  Customer agrees not to put pressure on us until 90 days have passed.

5.  We seldom offer any direct answers over the phone, and will instead urge you to read our Terms.  Anything
	enforceable MUST BE IN WRITING and agreed upon IN WRITING by both parties.  Anything said over
	the phone in the middle of a busy day MAY NOT BE ACCURATE - such agreements MUST be in writing.

6. Once you engage our services by sending your unit to us for repair,

	A.  You are bound by these Terms and Conditions from the moment you ship your item.

	B.  If we don't have a statement from you agreeing to these Terms, work cannot proceed.

	C.  Customer agrees to pay a $50 fee PLUS return shipping if any control shafts become bent
		or broken as the result of poor packing techniques.  We may elect not to service a unit
		with a damaged control due to many factors.  This fee is what I call a "frustration fee", in
		that we are forced to either turn down the job or perform substantially more work than is
		reasonable.  The $50 fee is IN ADDITION to the extra cost and labor to repair or replace
		the control, as this operation is very time-consuming and holds up other jobs.
		
	D.  Customer agrees to pay the extra shipping cost to return unapproved items.


                  (Proper packing techniques will be shown as you read)

7.    Our flat rates NEVER include repair or replacement of controls, new heads or any work required
	in the output section except replacement of power transistors.  

 8.  If your unit does not work properly on arrival, IT MUST BE SENT BACK FOR WARRANTY SERVICE.  Roughly
	75% of all warranty returns work fine and were hooked up incorrectly.  In other cases, the belt may
	have slipped off the pulley during shipping.  We will not offer any compensation if customer decides
	to open the unit or take it to another shop, and all warranties are completely void if unit is opened.

9.  Despite our best efforts, most customers are simply unwilling to wait 6 months while we operate the
	unit under all possible circumstances (including letting it sit for 3 months, then making sure it still
	fires up and works perfectly).  This means that roughly 3% of all units eventually come back for
	warranty service of some sort.  If this happens:

	A.  You must simply send it back with no hassling, arguments, threats or insults.  It is pointless
	      to discuss what the trouble "might be" and only wastes my time on the phone.  If you cannot
	      agree to simply return the unit without making a huge deal out of it, please go elsewhere.

	B.  If no failure is found upon your unit's return, there is a $50.00 charge PLUS return shipping.  A
	     new video will be taken of your unit operating properly to protect our reputation.

10.  Customer must understand that the most important part of the repair process occurs AFTER repairs -
	allowing the unit to sit for 3 weeks, then making sure it fires right up and performs properly.  Many,
	many jobs work fine immediately after repairs, but can malfunction after sitting.  We strive to make
	sure that every unit works properly after repairs AND after sitting for 3 weeks.

11.  MP3 inputs and Line Outs are installed as a free courtesy and ARE NOT UNDER ANY WARRANTIES.  
	This is because there was no standard "Line Level" back then to interface with other devices.  Thus,
	"line level" is different for each type of unit and will yield different results.  We test MP3 input points
	using a test tone, not actual program music.  

12.  On home units, we DON'T troubleshooting issues with recording - there is too little demand and it's
	cheaper to simply replace the entire unit.  We do not repair or guarantee mechanical tape counters,
	Due to a tiny work gear that always breaks and is no longer available.  We don't stock counter belts.

13.  Basic flat rate restoration, unless stated on the representative picture of your unit, DOES NOT INCLUDE
	replacement of motor, playback head or extensive electronic troubleshooting.  Our basic service
	covers roughly 85% of all problems encountered with 8 track machines.  Many older car units need
	a new head, and you should anticipate this possibility when choosing our service.  In some cases,
	we won't know you need a new head until we replace the motor and get the machine running again.
	If we discover that your head needs replacing, we will call you to request an additional payment
	of $50 and are happy to return the defective head with your unit.

14.  Boxes and packing material are discarded upon your unit's arrival.  Please don't use as packing material 
	anything you will want back such as pillows, clothing, etc.

15.  MAKING SURE THE UNIT IS CORRECT FOR YOUR CAR IS THE CUSTOMER'S RESPONSIBILITY.  Though
	connectors can fit together perfectly, IT DOESN'T MEAN THE WIRING IS CORRECT for that unit
	to go into that car.  Some Pontiac 8 tracks won't work in a '69 GTO, for instance, and the result
	is a BURNED UP OUTPUT SECTION from feeding 12 volts straight into the output transformer.

WE DO NOT REPAIR FOR FREE DAMAGE RESULTING FROM INCORRECT
HOOKUP.  WE DON'T GIVE ANY DISCOUNT AT ALL FOR SUCH REPAIRS,
WHICH USUALLY COST AROUND 350.00.  

The only connectors we install are customer-supplied, and the color
coding must match up perfectly.

16.  Due to the number of units that are wired incorrectly upon reinstallation, WE NEVER PLACE ANY
	TYPE OF WARRANTY ON THE OUTPUT SECTION unless we replace the entire section with modern
	amplifier modules which have built-in short circuit, overvoltage and polarity reversal protection.
	If we used modules, your receipt will state "Replaced output section with module(s)".

17.  DISCOUNTS:  We can sometimes offer a discount for large quantities of work sent in at the same 
	time, or over a period of several months.  Generally, the fifth unit from a same-year customer is
	awarded a discount.  HOWEVER, the customer will be charged the difference between discounted
	and then-advertised price if the unit must be returned for warranty service at any time.  If we
	have improved our service by then and offer more enhancements, we will then offer you the
	upgrades package and the customer will be asked to make up the difference between discounted
	price and the CURRENTLY advertised rate for that model.

18.  We are not always able to repair every single function.  Minor issues such as "No FM stereo light"
but the unit is receiving true stereo sound may not be addressed due to parts availability, and will
be mentioned on your receipt as not serviced or under warranty.  In the case of an AM-FM radio, the
AM portion may not be serviced due to parts availability or time constraints.  However, all the popular
and important functions will be fully serviced and guaranteed.  If this limitation to the level of service
we can provide is not acceptable to you, please do not engage our services.  Our main specialty is the
restoration of the 8 track section, with ROUTINE radio service included as part of the package.  By
"routine", we mean cleaning controls, replacement of capacitors, ensuring tuning accuracy and smooth
tuner action, etc.  Basic restoration does not include extensive troubleshooting or repair of radio.  By
"extensive", we mean electronic troubleshooting requiring the schematic and service manual.

19.  WARRANTY ISSUES:  All work and parts used will be listed on your receipt, and are all covered by
our lifetime warranty unless otherwise specified.  We pay the return shipping cost to return your unit
after initial repairs.  Customer pays ALL FUTURE SHIPPING EXPENSES.

	A.  Warranty covers work performed and listed ONLY.  

	B.  Your unit should be installed immediately, and not allowed to sit for weeks or months.  Even
	      operating the unit on a bench is better than letting it sit for long periods of time.

	C.  If any discount was given on the job, we may require you to make up the difference if we
	     must work on your unit again.

	D.  Improvements, enhancements and refinements to our service are a constant thing; for 
	      instance we have only stocked 8 track motors since 2012 and have just now started offering
	      capstan resurfacing using a sandblaster in late 2013.  Units returned for warranty service will
	      have these upgrades added, and the customer will be asked to pay the difference between
	      the price originally paid and the currently advertised price with the new upgrades. 

	E.  In rare cases, we cannot repair a radio section due to parts availability.  If a unit returned
	     under warranty has a problem with the radio that we cannot fix, we are unable to offer any
	     type of refund as long as our work in the 8 track section remains reliable.  

	F.  LIFETIME WARRANTY SCHEDULE:  If an unreparable failure occurs in the first 6 months, we
	     will issue a full refund minus the TOTAL of our shipping cost pertaining to your unit.  If an
	     unreparable failure occurs between 6 months to one year, will we issue a 50% refund.  If
	     an unreparable failure occurs after one year, a 25% refund will be issued.  After 18 months,
	     NO refund is given if the trouble is in the radio section.  As we don't perform extensive radio
	     service, this is a COURTESY to partially offset your disappointment - but it's perfectly legal
	     not to issue ANY refunds in this circumstance if the 8 track section is working properly.

            G.  Everything mentioned in "F" applies to the radio section only - the 8 track is ALWAYS under
	      lifetime warranty except for the playback head, output section and capstan resurfacing.

	H.  We can only guarantee capstan resurfacing for one year since it is an abrasive surface 
	      designed to wear out.  Guaranteeing a capstan surface is like guaranteeing a piece of
	      sandpaper - it's just not realistic.  We are happy to perform capstan resurfacing again
	      for $35 (send in capstan only) or $125 (send in entire unit) PLUS RETURN SHIPPING.

	I.  Keep in mind that most 8 track failures are from neglect, not overuse.  For this reason,
	    you should operate your 8 track machine at least once per week, however possible, before
	    She is ready to reinstall in your vehicle.  Bench testing before installation is encouraged.

20.  MECHANICAL TUNER PUSHBUTTONS:  Replacements must be customer-supplied.  On the many
	units that appear to have the buttons installed upside-down, we can correct this for $95.  If
	a button cracks or breaks while in our shop, we use Epoxy to repair them with NO WARRANTY.

21.  UNITS WITH DIGITAL TUNING OR TOUCH-BUTTON FUNCTIONS:  These units utilized technologies
	that were 1) Manufactured specifically for that model only, 2) Parts for these functions were
	long-gone decades ago and cannot be replaced.  Some used fluorescent displays (and you know
	how often fluorescent lighting needs to be replaced), while others used earlier versions of the
	7-segment LED displays.  Parts in these circuits fail simply from age, and WE ARE NOT LIABLE
	in any way if this circuitry chooses to fail while the unit is in our shop.  The only option is for
	the customer to purchase an identical unit, and have us combine the two to make one good one.

            EVEN IN THIS CASE, THERE WILL BE NO WARRANTY OF ANY KIND ON ANY DIGITAL FEATURES.

22.  FORD QUADRASONIC UNITS:  These models use early design INTEGRATED CIRCUITS for the output
	section, which again are no longer available.  These devices can fail simply from turning the unit
	on, or from sitting for years and not being used.  As stated earlier, WE DO NOT WARRANTY THE
	OUTPUT SECTION unless we replace the entire section with modules (will be shown on receipt).

23.  INSURANCE CLAIMS:  For a carrier to pay on a claim, they will require "Proof of Value".  As almost
	all damaged items involve the controls - and since I do not accept units with broken controls for
	repair, I am unable to provide this "Proof of Value" (repair cost).  Due to staffing limitations and
	time constraints, I choose not to accept jobs in which so much extra time and record-gathering
	is necessary.  I will assist in a LOSS claim, but not a damage claim and will send it back unrepaired.

AFTER PRINTING THIS WORK ORDER, YOU WILL GO TO A PAGE THAT SHOWS YOU HOW TO PACK YOUR
                    UNIT IN SUCH A WAY THAT NO DAMAGE CLAIM ISSUES CAN POSSIBLY OCCUR.

If you agree to the above Terms and Conditions, you
    may proceed to download and fill out this form:
               
             (The full Terms and Conditions above MUST be included)

Customer name _____________________________________________________________

Shipping address ____________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip _______________________________________________________________

Phone  _____________________________________________________________________

E-mail ______________________________________________________________________
 
Car year/make/model  ________________________________________________________ 

Radio Model/Serial (if known) __________________________________________________ 

Is this the original unit that came with the car?  ___________________________________

Have you had this unit operating before in this car?  _______________________________

Add MP3 input?   ______      How long a cable (coming from rear of unit)? _____________

Box, plate or "raw" termination? (Explained in next step) ___________________________

Supply MP3 Player with Built-in FM Tuner for AM unit? (add $75) ___________________

Problem(s) noted when operating (if known) _____________________________________

 ____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Are you including an external heatsink assembly?  __________________________________

Are you including any connectors? _______________________________________________

Are you including any extra wiring (harness, etc.) ___________________________________

                                                            
                                                                 Safety Checklist

Bezels, cowls, escutcheons, brackets and knobs removed? (Must be "YES")  ____________

Front panel left attached to unit?  (Must be "YES") __________________________________

Top and bottom cover panels left in place?  (Must be "YES")  _________________________

Name, address and phone number affixed to unit?  (Must be "YES") ___________________

(Chrysler only):  Track change plunger either attached or taped to unit itself?  ___________

(Chrysler only):  Track change plunger missing from unit?  ___________________________


The 8 Track Repair Center is not responsible for loss or damage to ANY
cosmetic items or mounting hardware.  I have read, understand and
FULLY AGREE to the Terms and Conditions mentioned herein.  I further
agree to not inquire about the status of my unit until 90 days from the
date I paid for the job.  I understand that I am agreeing to this upfront,
that any premature inquiries may be completely IGNORED, and that I
will take no action of any kind unless I am still ignored after 90 days.

In case of any concerns about ethics, honesty or a reasonable effort
to keep all promises made in exchange for my funds, I understand that
I am encouraged at any time to visit the Better Business Bureau website
to ensure that 8 Track Repair Center (aka "Barry's 8 Track Repair") is a 
BBB Accredited business in excellent and current standing.

                                                     www.bbb.org


I have read, understand and fully agree to your Terms and Conditions


Customer signature  _______________________________________

Date signed  _____________________________________________

     
   TO PRINT THIS FORM (DEPENDING ON YOUR BROWSER):  Either select the "Print" function
     near the top or bottom of this page, or right-click within this document and select "Print".

  AFTER PRINTING, SIMPLY CLOSE THIS WINDOW TO GO BACK TO THE "Step 1" page, where
                where you can then select "Step 2" using the link at the bottom of that page.

        You may also click on the "Packing" tab on our website; this explains the last step also.

NOTE:  If unable to print this form, a signed statement saying "I agree to your Terms and
                                              Conditions" must be included with your unit.
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